Characterization of preexisting humoral immunity specific for two cancer-testis antigens overexpressed at the mRNA level in non-small cell lung cancer.
In order to establish a rationale for immunotherapy for lung cancer, we have investigated immunological characteristics of tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) discovered through molecular approaches. Preexisting Abs specific to these predicted TAAs were examined using specimens of lung pleural effusions (LPEs) and sera in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. The novel cancer-testis (CT) antigens L514S and L552S were highly expressed in approximately half of the NSCLC tissues and established cell lines examined. When lung cancer patients in the USA and Japan were screened, 13%, 17%, and 5% were found to have Abs specific to recombinant L514S, L552S, and NY-ESO-1 proteins, respectively, whereas 48 normal donors had no Abs to these three CT antigens. The Ab titers specific to recombinant L552S and L514S proteins were similar to, and slightly lower than, Abs specific to NY-ESO-1 in stage IV NSCLC patients. To further characterize the preexisting specific Abs, the epitopes were analyzed using 20-aa length peptides entirely covering both antigens. An epitope common to the patients' L514S-specific Abs was identified as aa 85-100 and multiple epitopes, including a major epitope (aa 141-160), were identified for L552S-specific Abs. The Ab epitopes thus identified are not found in human, animal, or bacterial proteins, other than L514S, L552S, or XAGE-1. These data clearly demonstrate that both molecularly defined CT antigens L514S and L552S are immunogenic, at least in terms of humoral responses, suggesting that both CT antigens are promising candidates for immunotherapy.